The social experts deployed under PMAY (U) in Rewa observed that construction labourers are bringing their children with them on construction site, children use roam around the construction site and at times also play visit the construction site, which is very dangerous from safety prospective. To resolve this issue, a small school to educate children of labours has been started, an innovative idea executed with the help of Contractor, Project Management Consultant (EGIS) and other NGOs who are interested to assist the needy people. With the help of this initiative Labourers children of labourers are getting educated and labourers are working more efficiently.

**Benefits:**

- By this plan the labours can work freely without having any kind of tension regarding their child.
- The children can get their Education, can learn many new things and can study well in their parent’s working time.
- It can reduce the life risk and any accidents which could have taken place if children play on working site.
- It could be a source of entertainment for the children we arrange them indoor and outdoor games
- We also provide healthy food to them.
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